Cooperation in biological, social, and economic groups is underpinned by public goods that are generated by group members at some personal cost. Theory predicts that public goods will be exploited by cheaters who benefit from the goods by not paying for them, thereby leading to the collapse of cooperation. This situation, described as the “public goods dilemma” in game theory, makes the ubiquity of cooperation a major evolutionary puzzle. Despite this generalization, the demonstration of genetic background and fitness effects of the public goods dilemma has been limited to interactions between viruses and between cells, and thus its relevance at higher levels of organismal complexity is still largely unexplored. Here we provide experimental evidence for the public goods dilemma in a social insect, the ant Pristomyrmex punctatus. In this species, all workers are involved in both asexual reproduction and cooperative tasks. Genetic cheaters infiltrate field colonies, reproducing more than the workers but shunning cooperative tasks. In laboratory experiments, cheaters outcompeted coexisting workers in both survival and reproduction, although a group composed only of cheaters failed to produce offspring. The operations of the public goods dilemma in P. punctatus showed a remarkable convergence with those in microbial societies, not only in fitness consequences but also in behavioral mechanisms. Our study reinforces the evolutionary impact of cheaters on diverse cooperative systems in the laboratory and in the field.

Cooperation is a hallmark of life on Earth, ranging from ancient self-replicating molecules to modern human societies, and has provided the driving force behind the major transitions in evolution (1, 2). In cooperative groups, public goods are usually generated and shared by component individuals at some personal cost. However, the publicness of the goods provides an incentive for some group members, called cheaters (defectors, exploiters, or free-riders), to benefit from the goods without contributing to them. The cheaters may ruin the public goods, or at least greatly diminish their utility. Therefore, the observed prevalence of cooperation in living systems poses a conundrum (1, 2). The expected conflict between cooperators and cheaters is well captured by the “public goods dilemma” (or “N-person prisoner’s dilemma”) in game theory. In this multiplayer social dilemma, individual players either cooperate or cheat in their contribution to the public goods. Cheating is always more rewarding for the competition within groups, whereas cooperation leads to better performance for the competition between groups. Evolutionary consequences of the public goods dilemma have been analyzed extensively using game theoretical models to study how cooperation survives cheating (3–8).

There is also a large amount of literature on experimental studies of the public goods dilemma in biological and social sciences. Classic experiments with wild animals [mainly vertebrates (9–11)] and humans [known as experimental economics (12–15)] construct artificial public goods systems so that interacting individuals confront the dilemma, and examine whether and how they cooperate (or cheat) in line with predictions of theories. A more direct test for the evolutionary significance of the public goods dilemma involves a mixture of cooperators and cheaters with known genetic backgrounds, and examines whether a population of the former is invaded by the latter (and vice versa) by measuring the fitness of both. In the past decade, experiments using systems in which viruses or single cells are the component individuals have offered a great opportunity for such a direct test. Examples include coinfecting RNA phages (16), chimeric aggregations of unicellular microbes (17–23), and cancerous multicellular organisms (24). However, no comparable experiments exist using more complex cooperative groups of multicellular individuals. Here, we provide direct experimental evidence of the public goods dilemma faced by genetic cooperators and cheaters in colonies of a social insect.

A defining characteristic of cooperation in social insects is reproductive division of labor, under which a reproductive role is limited to a subset of colony members (usually queens), with the other members (workers) concentrating on cooperative tasks. Mutant cheaters can undermine the reproductive division of labor by reproducing without helping. Indeed, such selfish behaviors have been reported in some workers of honey bees (Apis mellifera) that produce their own sons (25) or even queen-destined asexual daughters (26) in queen-right colonies, and in immature females sired by particular males of several polyandrous (queen multiple mating) species that show higher potential to develop into new queens than other patrilineages (27–29). However, direct comparison of fitness between cooperators and cheaters is lacking in these cases. In addition, alternative mechanisms have been proposed in some cases that result in the same outputs (30–35).

Among social insects with known genetic cheaters is the ant Pristomyrmex punctatus. In this species, the morphologically and functionally distinct queen caste is secondarily lost; instead, all morphologically defined workers are involved in both parthenogenetic (thelytokous) reproduction and cooperative tasks.
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Significance

This study reports experimental evidence for the “public goods dilemma” between cooperators and cheaters in an asexual ant society, in which cheating is always more rewarding for individuals but cooperation at the cost of individual fitness leads to better performance of groups. Although this dilemma provides the basic principle of social evolution, its experimental demonstration with underlying genetics and fitness evaluation for both cooperators and cheaters still lacks in societies other than microbial ones. By showing the striking evolutionary convergence between microbial societies and insect societies in fitness consequences and in phenotypic plasticity of cooperators against cheaters, our result suggests that a wide range of scales of cooperative systems could be understood in a unified manner.
Reproductive division of labor is realized through age polyethism (or temporal castes) among workers, where younger workers reproduce and engage in inside-nest tasks, such as brood care, and older workers cease reproduction and shift to outside-nest tasks, such as foraging (38). Cheater individuals, which constitute a single intraspecific lineage in the field (39, 40), engage in few tasks except for reproduction (41). In addition, these individuals show several characteristics that are typical in queens of other ants, such as having more ovarioles, a larger body size, and three conspicuous ocelli (39-42). Using experimental colonies with varying proportions of cheaters, we tested whether the fitness of cheaters and workers in a colony of *P. punctatus* conformed to the framework of the public goods dilemma. We also examined how social regulation of the colony, measured by task allocation to outside-nest activity, was subverted by cheaters.

**Results**

**Individual Fitness of Cheaters and Workers.** After 64 d of rearing, an increase in the initial proportion of cheaters significantly reduced the fitness components of individuals, in both survival (generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with binomial errors and logit-link; workers: slope ± SEM = −2.734 ± 0.268; likelihood-ratio test (LRT), 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 114.4, P < 0.0001 \); cheaters: slope ± SEM = −6.483 ± 0.394; LRT, 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 427.7, P < 0.0001 \) ) (Fig. L4) and brood production, based on the number of own eggs, larvae, and prepupae produced per ant, determined by microsatellite genotyping (GLMM with Poisson error and log-link; workers: slope ± SEM = −7.636 ± 0.637; LRT, 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 348.9, P < 0.0001 \); cheaters: slope ± SEM = −3.633 ± 0.156; LRT, 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 608.5, P < 0.0001 \) ) (Fig. 1B). Particularly, colonies with 100% cheaters failed to produce offspring (Fig. 1B). Another GLMM analysis comparing individual fitness between workers and cheaters (coded as 0 and 1, together with the initial cheater proportion included as explanatory variables) revealed that cheaters had significantly greater individual fitness than workers living with them, in both survival (GLMM with binomial errors and logit-link; slope ± SEM = −2.979 ± 0.161; LRT, 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 420.1, P < 0.0001 \) ) and brood production (GLMM with Poisson error and log-link; slope ± SEM = −3.733 ± 0.214; LRT, 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 955.0, P < 0.0001 \) ). These results conform to the framework of the public goods dilemma, which was further supported by a survival analysis using Cox’s proportional hazard model (SI Text and Fig. S1) and by observations of the colonies on days 16 (Fig. 1C and D), 32, and 48 (SI Text and Fig. S2).

**Colony-Level Task Allocation and Worker Behavior.** Among social insects, social regulation of the division of labor often achieves remarkable robustness or homeostasis against both external and internal perturbations (43-47), attributable to the behavioral flexibility of colony members that respond directly or indirectly to the perturbations. The underlying mechanism has been a key issue in the study of self-organization in biological systems (46, 47). In this study, we regarded the invasion of cheaters as another class of perturbation inherent in cooperative systems. Although it is well known that the reproductive division of labor is vulnerable to cheater invasion, less is known about other aspects of social insect division of labor in the face of cheaters, such as cooperative task allocation among workers.

We focused on the robustness and flexibility of the allocation of tasks to activity outside the nest, because it is a typical cooperative behavior shown by postreproductive workers of ants. The proportions of individuals (workers + cheaters) found outside their nests, averaged over observation periods, was 3.8–14.7% in the presence of workers (0–75% cheaters) (Fig. 2A), but only 0.4–1.7% in the absence of workers (100% cheaters). When we introduced the presence/absence of workers (coded as 0/1) as an explanatory variable separate from the initial proportion of cheaters, the proportion of outside-nest individuals did not change significantly with the cheater proportion (GLMM with binomial errors and logit-link; LRT, 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 1.663, P = 0.1973 \) ), but the effect of worker absence was negative and significant (slope ± SEM = −1.799 ± 0.296; LRT, 1 df, \( \chi^2 = 23.07, P < 0.0001 \) ). These results indicate that the outside-nest activity of the colonies remained stable as long as enough workers were present to carry out all tasks. In addition, the proportion of outside-nest individuals increased significantly over time (effect...
of days from onset, slope ± SEM = 0.048 ± 0.001; LRT, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 1.364, P < 0.00001$).

Next we analyzed who contributed to the outside-nest activity. In another GLMM, we included the individual’s affiliation (cheater/worker here coded as 0/1) as an explanatory variable. Workers had a significantly higher probability of engaging in outside-nest activity than cheaters (GLMM with binomial errors and logit-link; slope ± SEM = 4.197 ± 0.079; LRT, type II, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 8.830, P < 0.000001$) (Fig. 2B), and the outside-nest activity increased significantly over time (effect of days from onset, slope ± SEM = 0.052 ± 0.001; LRT, type II, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 1.500, P < 0.00001$). The analysis also revealed that the outside-nest activity of individuals increased significantly with the increase in the initial cheater proportion (slope ± SEM = 1.979 ± 0.271; LRT, type II, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 29.47, P < 0.00001$), and that workers contributed significantly more to the increase in the outside-nest activity than cheaters (interaction of cheater/worker × initial cheater proportion, slope ± SEM = 1.949 ± 0.393; LRT, type II, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 24.54, P < 0.00001$) (Fig. 2B).

**Survival Cost of Workers Associated with Outside-Nest Activity.** Finally, we examined whether workers suffered from their forced switch to outside-nest activity. Because the outside-nest activity of workers was positively associated with initial cheater proportion and days from onset (Fig. 2B), we controlled for these effects in the proportion of outside-nest workers by using another GLMM (Table S1), and computed Pearson residuals (averaged over observations) that represented a pure effect of worker outside-nest activity of each colony during the observation periods.

The short-term survival of adult workers, as estimated from data during days 0–35, significantly decreased with their outside-nest activity (GLMM with binomial errors and logit-link; slope ± SEM = -4.700 ± 1.926; LRT, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 5.660, P = 0.0174$). However, the survival was not affected by the initial cheater proportion (LRT, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 2.626, P = 0.1051$). This result was in stark contrast with another analysis using data during days 36–64, when the worker survival rate did not show a significant association with outside-nest activity (GLMM with binomial errors and logit-link; LRT, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 1.594, P = 0.2068$), but significantly decreased with the initial cheater proportion (slope ± SEM = -2.668 ± 0.663; LRT, 1 df, $\chi^2 = 10.95, P = 0.0009$).

**Discussion**

Direct measurement of fitness using laboratory colonies enabled us to confirm that the interaction of cheaters and workers in *P. punctatus* meets the conditions of the public goods dilemma. We discuss the evolutionary implications arising from the dilemma, and illustrate the evolutionary convergence between microbial societies and *P. punctatus* societies that is found not only in general fitness consequences but also in behavioral mechanisms of cooperator–cheater interactions.

**Coexistence of Cooperators and Cheaters.** In inclusive fitness theory, higher genetic relatedness between members within a group (denoted by $r$), as well as a greater benefit of cooperation ($b$) relative to its cost (−$c$), is the primary condition favoring cooperation in a group-structured population, summarized by the well-known Hamilton’s rule, $rb - c > 0$ (48). Studies of experimental evolution using microbial cooperative systems have demonstrated the importance of high relatedness in their evolution (22, 49). In *P. punctatus*, our previous population genetics study showed that the rate of worker migration among colonies in the study population was very low, at $\sim 10^{-5}$ per generation (40). The restriction of migration is likely explained by the operation of a nestmate discrimination system [although condition-dependent to some extent (51–54)]. In addition, genetic heterogeneity reduces colonies’ tendency to self-reassemble and possibly leads to reduced colony productivity and survival (55). These factors are summarized by high relatedness between nestmate workers. Adult individuals have a lifespan of approximately 1 y, whereas colonies can last far longer, are potentially immortal, and reproduce by colony fission (50). Once invading a colony, cheaters should increase in frequency within the colony over generations and eventually lead to collapse of the whole colony. If the relatedness structure were shared between workers and cheaters, cheaters would decrease in frequency by the microevolutionary process of kin selection (56) and would finally disappear in the field population.

Nevertheless, the actual presence of genetic cheaters with the apparent evolutionary dead-end strategy (57) in the field population of *P. punctatus* poses a question to their persistence. Our previous study indicated that cheaters had a much higher migration rate among colonies than cooperators, estimated at $10^{-2}$ per generation (40). Therefore, cheaters can avert the immediate extinction of their own lineage by acting like a “transmissible social cancer” (40, 58). The differential migration rates might be explained by the adaptation of the cheaters during the time they coexist with worker lineages [estimated at approximately 200–9,200 generations (40)]. The longer the coexistence time, the more coevolutionary options become available, allowing counter
adaptation. Among the options is policing, by which selfish individuals are punished by their cooperative (or sometimes selfish) nestmates when their excessively high reproductive status is detected (59). It is worth noting that no evidence of policing (e.g., aggression toward adult cheaters) has been found so far in *P. punctatus*, although policing is widespread among social Hy- menoptera (ants, bees, and wasps), even in some asexual species (60–62). In the long run, antagonistic coevolution between cheater and worker lineages, together with the virtual absence of genetic admixture between the two lineages (40), should make the intranspecific cooperater–cheater system resemble an inter-

specific host–social parasite relationship (63). More generally, evolutionary bifurcation of cheater lineages from the cooperator ancestor through antagonistic coevolution might provide another mechanism that protects cooperation and ensures the irrevers-

ibility of the major transitions in evolution (1, 4, 64).

**Frequency Dependence of Fitness.** One of the convergent properties between microbial systems and the *P. punctatus* system is frequency-dependent selection; that is, the relative fitness of cheaters (and cooperators) is dependent on the frequency of cooperators (65). The frequency dependence stems from strong selection that is caused by genes with large frequency-dependent fitness effects caused by a queen-like phenotype sporadically found in cooperative “noncheater” lineages (39–42). We used only individuals with the worker phenotype to represent “worker” lineages. Cheaters were first removed from the source colonies, and then the workers from a given colony were well mixed on a tray so as to avoid biased sampling of temporal castes. Brood were carefully removed from the initial experimental colonies. We established 25 experimental colonies each consisting initially of 100 individuals with 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% cheaters (five colonies for each proportion), except for one colony, which contained 73% instead of 75% of cheaters because of a shortage of cheaters in the source colony. Each colony was maintained in a plastic case (105 mm × 105 mm × 55 mm) with poly(ethylene-cotetrafluoroethylene)-coated sides to stop the ants from climbing out and with a test tube (8-mm diameter and 90-mm length) that was covered by red plastic film and contained approximately 2 mL of distilled water that was kept separate from the rest of the test tube by a cotton plug. The ants nested inside the tube. Colonies were kept in the laboratory at 25 °C under a 16:8-h light:dark light cycle and were fed on 0.5 g of artificial diet (modified from ref. 71) every day (1800 hours to 2100 hours). Leftovers observed in all colonies indicated sufficient feed supply.

**Observation of Task Allocation.** On days 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 from the onset, we recorded the total numbers of cheaters and workers outside the nest for each colony. Observations were conducted before feeding time, because feeding might induce recruitment of additional individuals that otherwise would not leave the nest (66). Each observation period consisted of a set of 10, 30-s observations 12.5 min apart.

**Measurement of Fitness Components.** Survival of the adult ants was monitored every day during feeding. Dead ants were phenotyped (cheater/worker) and removed from the cases. On days 16, 32, and 48, we checked inside the nests for the presence and developmental stage of brood (eggs and larvae, eggs only, or none) and for the hygiene condition. The results confirmed the progression of the public goods dilemma (*SI Text* and Figs. S1 and S2).

On day 64, all colonies were frozen, and the brood (eggs, larvae, and prepupae) was separated from the adults and prepared for genotyping. DNA was extracted individually on FTA cards (GE Healthcare), and genotyped at three polymorphic microsatellite loci (*Pp2, ppcm114*, and *ppcm132*; the results of multiple genotypings turned out to be identical as previously described (40). Of 1,059 individuals genotyped, the three polymorphic microsatellite loci (39–42). The former had a mechanistically similar cooperater-specific fitness cost (69), whereby a survival cost was initially imposed on subordinate workers because of an increased workload to match the enhanced reproductive activity of dominant sister workers. However, unlike the dominance interactions, workers and cheaters of *P. punctatus* are genetically distinct, and thus the costly behavioral flexibility of the workers offers no inclusive fitness return as long as they help unrelated nestmate cheaters. In social microbes, on the other hand, the quorum-sensing bacterium *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* shows a remarkable convergence with *P. punctatus* in the context of phenotypic plasticity of cooperators in response to cheaters (70). In *P. aeruginosa*, the costly contribution to the public goods (i.e., siderophore production) per cooperator cell increased with the increase in the proportion of unrelated cheater cells. In both fitness consequences and behavioral mechanisms, the striking degree of evolutionary convergence between microbial societies and *P. punctatus* societies illustrates that a wide range of scales of cooperative systems are governed by identical basic principles of social evolution.

**Materials and Methods**

**Colonies.** Colonies of *P. punctatus* were collected from Kihoku, Mie Prefecture, central Japan (34.2°N, 136.3°E) (39, 40), on June 4 and 5, 2011, during the early to middle period of their reproductive season. Five colonies containing a substantial number of cheaters served as the source colonies for the experiment. Cheater adults are easily distinguishable from workers by their characteristic large body size and three distinct ocelli (workers have none). Cheater avoidance potential effects caused by a queen-like phenotype sporadically found in cooperative “noncheater” lineages (39–42).
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